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Introduction

• Recurrent contrast between the positive cosmopolitan image cities project 
about themselves and the actual experiences of minorities and migrants. 

• What are the effects of urban modelling on urban diversity governance?
• The influence of transnationally circulating policy norms
• The aspirations of cities to position themselves as models

• A study of Doha and Singapore ‘s diversity governance stakeholders’ 
discourses

• Urban modelling contributes to a compartmentalization of urban diversity 
governance
• The juxtaposition of distinct and contradictory discourses on diversity
• The organizational and spatial fragmentation of urban diversity governance
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1. Urban modelling and urban diversity 
governance



Circulating urban diversity models

• Deciphering the multiscalar power dynamics of urban 
diversity governance (Çağlar and Glick-Schiller 2018)

• Two trends in the urban diversity modelling literature:
• Progressive / bottom-up urban diversity models: Civic 

mobilization against restrictions and intolerance at the 
national level

• Neoliberal / Top-down urban diversity models: A globally 
circulating diversity management discourse, contributes to 
a commodification of diversity and to urban polarization

• Disconnect between distinct transnational diversity 
governance scripts. 



Compartmentalization of urban diversity governance 

• The notion of compartmentalization in social 
psychology: 
• A defense mechanism to deal with incompatible and 

contradictory injunctions
• Contributes to high self-esteem through the avoidance of 

negative self-beliefs (Thomas et al. 2013) 

• Urban diversity governance as a coexistence of 
antagonistic diversity management philosophies
• Organizational: the juxtaposition of coalitions of actors 

framing urban diversity differently
• Spatial: the projection of differentiated understandings of 

diversity in the urban space



2.   Constructing Doha and Singapore as 
diversity models



Doha and Singapore’s modelling strategies

• Since their independence in 1965 and 1971, Singapore and 
Doha evolved from model importers to model fabric

• Doha and Singapore as prototypes of Southern ‘super-diverse’ 
cities – with 95% and 35% of foreign workforce

• Doha and Singapore as successful global cities —Rank 1st and 
4th in per capita GDP

• Doha and Singapore as cultural hubs promoting intercultural 
dialogue



Compartmentalized diversities in Doha and Singapore

• Lines of tensions and factors of compartmentalization
• Socio-economic status– The polarization of global cities
• Old diversity vs new diversity – Recognition of migration heritage + 

globalization backlash

• 1- A developmental model / stability model: core national framework

• 2- A cosmopolitan city model: A pragmatic sophistication of the discourse 
on the city’s ”old diversity”

• 3- A creative city model: targeted at transnational mobile elite

• 4- The modelling of segregated migrant housing 



1- A developmental model / stability model

• Core national framework where cultural difference is framed as a potential 
source of fragmentation

• A homogenizing discourse challenged by aspirations to get diversity heritage 
recognized.

Souq Waqif (visitqatar.qa)

Singapore’s 3 ethnic
heritage neighborhoods: 
Chinatown, Little India and 
Kampong Glam 
(visitsingapore.com)



2- A cosmopolitan city model

Display on oral history of slave trade in 
Qatar at Bin Jelmood House exhibitions Indian Heritage Centre

• A sophistication of the discourse on the city’s ”old diversity”, putting 
forward plurality of local population

• Circumscribed to elite cultural spaces and subject to frequent contestations 
against the spread of ‘exogeneous’ ideas



3- A creative city model

Singapore: Gillman Barracks art cluster Doha: Education City

• Target transnational mobile elites
• Faced with an increasing backlash and 

calls for national preference



4- The modelling of segregated migrant housing 

Singapore Migrant dormitories Doha’s ‘Asian City’

• An increasing isolation of migrant workers in separate urban enclave as 
response to xenophobic reactions but put forward as improvement of 
conditions of living

• Cooptation of local and international NGOs to selectively improve work 
and life conditions



Conclusion

• Urban diversity modelling instrumental 
to Doha and Singapore’s urban diversity 
governance
• To promote the cities on the world stage
• To build legitimacy

• But the pandemic has revealed the 
vulnerabilities of this compartmentalized 
framework
• Backlash against foreign ‘talent’ policies
• Poor living conditions of migrant workers in 

the spotlight


